Abstract

We present the first dataset and evaluation results on a newly defined computational task of trigger warning assignment. Labeled corpus data has been compiled from narrative works hosted on Archive of Our Own (AO3), a well-known fanfiction site. In this paper, we focus on the most frequently assigned trigger type—violence—and define a document-level binary classification task of whether or not to assign a violence trigger warning to a fanfiction, exploiting warning labels provided by AO3 authors. SVM and BERT models trained in four evaluation setups on the corpora we compiled yield $F_1$ results ranging from 0.585 to 0.798, proving the violence trigger warning assignment to be a doable, however, non-trivial task.

1 Introduction

"[The witch] got up, and put her head into the oven. Then Grethel gave her a push, so that she fell right in, and then shutting the iron door she bolted it! Oh! how horribly she howled; but Grethel ran away, and left the ungodly witch to burn to ashes."

Hansel and Grethel, a fairy tale

Violence and cruelty are commonplace in literature. Folk tales, especially fairy tales, but also children’s and youth fiction are fraught with dark, terrifying images; like burning a human alive in an oven, quoted from the Brothers Grimm’s Hansel and Grethel above. And while many people will not be deeply distressed by such content, a subset of the readership who can relate it to own traumatic experiences might, in the extreme case, relive their traumas triggered by the evoked imagery. In order to pro-actively caution readers that the text they are about to read contains disturbing material, so-called “trigger warnings” have been proposed.

Trigger warnings (or content warnings) started appearing in online communities (Tumblr and LiveJournal) in the early 2000s (Knox, 2017). They are typically short phrases/keywords that preface a text, warning of disturbing content. While there is no universally accepted set of trigger warnings (by nature of the phenomenon, anything can be triggering), around 2014 the Universities of Reading (UR website) and Michigan (UM website) published institution-wide guidelines on trigger warnings which have been adopted for course curricula on many campuses. The guidelines provide largely overlapping lists of 35 categories of triggers including health-related (eating disorders, mental illness, death), sexually-oriented (sexual assault, child abuse, pornography), verbal violence (hateful language, racial slurs), and physical violence (animal cruelty, blood, suicide).

Surprisingly, to date, trigger warning assignment has been seen as a manual task and, to our knowledge, there has been no computational work on trigger warnings in general. We lay the foundation to fill this gap by introducing the new NLP task of trigger warning assignment:

Given a text and a trigger label, assign a warning to the text if it contains a corresponding trigger.

This task naturally extends from a binary classification problem to a multinomial one—when considering a set of predefined trigger labels—which can be solved by a series of binary classifiers, one for each trigger. In this paper, we take the first step and investigate the feasibility of assigning the trigger warning of violence and construct a corpus for experiments from narratives with and without the violence trigger warning.

Our contributions are the following: (1) We introduce the new task of automated trigger warning assignment, (2) we present the first corpus, compiled from a public archive of fanfiction, with documents labelled as to whether or not they include violent content (Section 3), and (3) we build models for violence trigger warning assignment and analyze their effectiveness (Section 4).
2 Related Work

While we are not aware of prior work on computational trigger warning assignment nor specifically violence warning assignment, prior work in NLP and Computer Science does cover related topics:

Identifying Causes of Emotions While affect and emotion recognition in non-fiction text—sentiment analysis more generally—has been long studied in NLP (Alswaidan and Menai, 2020), research into the interactions expressions of emotion by authors was introduced only about a decade ago (Lee et al., 2010). Expressions can be explicitly expressed opinions or events which may hint at a certain emotion, and the goal of the emotion extraction task is to identify its stimulus. Computational methods applied to identify emotion expressions in text range from rule-based lexico-syntactic approaches to traditional classifiers and recently also deep learning methods. For an overview of the emotion cause extraction area, we refer to Khunteta and Singh (2021). This is in contrast to trigger warning assignments, where triggering content may evoke emotions in readers rather.

Identifying Verbal Violence Interest in broadly understood verbal violence—although not explicitly referred to as such—has been long active in the NLP community. Waseem et al. (2017) and Kogilavani et al. (2021) propose taxonomies of abusive and offensive language, respectively; Kogilavani et al. also survey techniques for offensive language detection. Fortuna and Nunes (2018) and Schmidt and Wiegand (2019) provide an overview on hate speech and Mishra et al. (2019) more generally on abuse detection methods with “abuse” defined as “any expression that is meant to denigrate or offend a particular person or group”. Most work on verbal violence has been carried out in the context of social media (e.g. Twitter) with methods ranging from feature engineering to neural networks. Verbal violence directly addresses specific audience with the intent to cause harm. Since it may be triggering, it would be interesting to include various forms of verbal violence in larger trigger warning assignment tasks.

Identifying Health-related Triggering Content Closest to our research, however, focused on a different single trigger type is the work of De Choudhury (2015), who investigated behavioral characteristics of the anorexia affected population based on the social media platform Tumblr. By analysing several thousand posts he showed that the platform contains vast amounts of triggering content which may prompt anorexia-oriented lifestyle choices and/or reinforce them in the affected individuals. He identified two sub-groups of users engaged in building the anorexia community—pro-anorexia and pro-recovery—and showed that their Tumbler posts have distinguishing affective, social, cognitive, and linguistic properties. His predictive models based on language features extracted from the posts were able to detect anorexia content at 80% accuracy. Like De Choudhury, we focus on a single trigger type, but consider fiction rather than non-fiction texts whose trigger warnings have been assigned by their authors.

3 The Violence Trigger Warnings Corpus

In this section we present the resource the corpus was extracted from and corpus creation method.

3.1 Source Data

As source data for corpus creation we used Archive of Our Own (AO3), a public online anthology of fanfiction.1 Fanfiction is writing of amateur writers inspired by existing works of fiction, be it novels, cartoons, manga, or other media. At the time of corpus creation, AO3 hosted about 8 million works. Aside from basic information about the narrative piece—such as title, author, language, basic statistics (number of words, chapters, etc.) and reader reactions (comments, kudos, hits)—the Archive defines AO3-specific meta-data: Rating (analogous to movie rating), category (type of romantic and/or sexual relationship(s) depicted), fandoms (original source(s)/inspiration for the given fanfiction piece), relationships (list of characters involved in romantic/platonic relationship(s)), and characters ((non-exhaustive) list of characters appearing in the piece). Most important for this work, however, are Archive Warnings and Additional Tags:

Archive Warnings is a predefined set of four AO3 content warnings which authors are encouraged to use if they apply to their works. The labels are: Major Character Death, Underage (content contains sexual activity by characters under eighteen), Rape/Non-Con (non-consensual sexual activity), and Graphic Depictions of Violence (gory, explicit violence). An author may also opt to not

---

1https://archiveofourown.org
use any AO3 warnings (marked as Creator Chose Not To Use Archive Warnings) or indicate that AO3 warnings do not apply to their work (No Archive Warnings Apply).

**Additional Tags** is an open set of freeform labels providing information at any granularity that is not covered by other meta-data, including, but not limited to other trigger warnings, for instance, “romance”, “slow burn”, “monsters”, “blood drinking”, “fluff”, “jealousy”, “abandonment”. Additional Tags are for the most part uncontrolled heterogeneous user-generated content. Some structure is provided by “tag wranglers”, volunteers trying to standardize freeform tags as much as possible.2

For the purpose of corpus creation, the entire AO3 anthology was crawled. Works were identified via AO3-search using the created_at:DATE-RANGE query parameter. Individual searches were started for each day since the creation of the anthology in order to distribute the crawling load; AO3’s crawling limits were observed. URLs which were not publicly accessible (e.g., restricted by login or unrevealed works in progress) and which redirected to external sites were omitted, as were URLs yielding 500 and 40x errors at crawl-time.

The complete AO3 crawl comprises 7,866,512 works, of which 571,525 are labelled with Graphic Depictions Of Violence. The set of Additional Tags comprises 9,705,174 distinct entries.

### 3.2 Corpus Selection
Because AO3 works do not include any annotations below document-level—that is, we do not know the extent of violent content in a text nor where in the text the violent content can be found—and since this is, to our knowledge, the first work on automating violence trigger warning assignment, our goal was to build a corpus that would be as clearly separable in terms of positive and negative examples as possible. To achieve a clear-cut separation we used a combination of the violence-indicating Archive Warning tags and the freeform Additional Tags. The corpus of works with Violence Trigger Warnings was selected from the AO3 crawl as follows: Positive examples were selected from works marked with Graphic Depictions of Violence (henceforth Violence) Archive Warning. For each work labelled as Violence, we calculated the proportion of its other tags which also appear in other works labelled with Violence and created two sub-corpora based on two thresholds: (1) 50% of other tags appear in other Violence works (“small” sub-corpus) and (2) 40% of other tags appear in other Violence works (“large”). Negative examples were selected from works labeled as No Archive Warning Apply and based on the largest proportion of the other tags not appearing in any Violence works.

Note that we do not know the true proportion of the positive examples in the entire AO3 dataset, since the authors are allowed to opt out of the Archive Warning assignment. Thus, we cannot simulate the true label distribution in our corpus. For the classification experiments described in Section 4, we constructed subsets in two commonly used setups: (a) 1:4 positive to negative examples ratio (“easy(-ier)” setup), and (b) 2:3 ratio (“(more) difficult” setup). Table 1 overview the violence corpus and the two setups.

### 4 Automatic Assignment of Violence Trigger Warnings
We evaluate the four labeled corpora in a text classification setting, where we build classification models to detect trigger warnings at the document level.

**Models** As a strong baseline, we use a support vector machine (SVM), which has traditionally been widely-used for text classification (Joachims, 1998). Moreover, we apply a state-of-the-art BERT transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2019), for which we used the pretrained model bert-base-uncased. This model consists of 12 layers and 110M parameters and is used in a pretrained fine-tuning setup (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006), i.e. this pretrained model is trained on our classification task.
Text Preprocessing  For the SVM, we remove HTML tags, URLs, emojis, numbers, punctuation, and special characters. Finally, we use the Porter Stemmer (Porter, 1980) to reduce inflected or derived words to a common word stem. For BERT, we only remove HTML tags, URLs, numbers, and special characters, while punctuation is retained.

Classification Setup  We split the labeled preprocessed data into a train and test set in a ratio of 90:10. Using stratified sampling, we assure that the resulting splits have similar class distributions.

As for the SVM, we obtain binary bag-of-word document vectors from uni- and bigrams of the lower-cased preprocessed text, where we only keep the dataset’s 50,000 most frequent features. All vectors are subsequently normalized using the $L_2$ norm. The SVM’s cost parameter $C$ is set to 0.33, which is weighted for each class inversely proportional to its occurrence in the training set. All hyperparameters have been optimized via an exhaustive search, evaluating the possible combinations using cross-validation on the training set.

For the BERT model, we use a maximum sequence length of 512. Otherwise, since transformer models are computationally much more expensive than the SVM, we rely on the parameters from an extensive study on hyperparameters for fine-tuning-based text classification using BERT by Sun et al. (2019): We train for 4 epochs with a learning rate of 2e-5 and batches of size 32. Regarding training, we first continue the pretraining, i.e. we train the model in an unsupervised way on the masked language modelling task (Devlin et al., 2019) to adapt the model to the fanfiction domain. Continued pretraining is a common step that has been shown to be beneficial for text classification performance (Gururangan et al., 2020). Subsequently, we fine-tune the pre-trained models on the respective labeled corpora shown in Table 1.

Results  For each corpus and model type, we train a model on the train set and evaluate the performance on the test set. In Table 2, we report text classification results per corpus and model. At first glance, it can be seen that (except for one tie) the SVM reaches overall better scores regardless of the metric. Moreover, the models trained on large corpora reach higher scores than those trained on smaller corpora, and the models trained on difficult corpora score lower in terms of balanced accuracy and $F_1$ score compared to the models trained on easy corpora (which is not reflected in the accuracy scores where they even score higher).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The better results of the SVM over BERT can be explained as follows: although the SVM has no contextual information, it covers the tokens of the whole document through the bag-of-words representation, while BERT is inherently limited to a fixed sequence length, which is only a fraction of most documents, as can be seen in Table 1. Using models like the Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) increases the maximum sequence length but does not solve the problem. It furthermore introduces further computational constraints, which is why we preferred BERT, the most widely-used point of reference for transformers. Next, we see why a balanced accuracy and $F_1$ score are necessary: The overall accuracy is higher for difficult than for easy model variants, which can, however, be due to the class distribution. I.e., the majority of correct predictions are due to negative samples. When this occurs in conjunction with a low $F_1$ score (which refers to the positive class), this means that the detection of violent content here is worse, despite a higher accuracy score. All in all, the difficult corpora always reach lower balanced accuracy and $F_1$ scores than their counterparts, which indicates that the intentions for corpus construction have been successful. Finally, classification seems to be effective with $F_1$ scores ranging from 0.585 to 0.798. At the same time, the results show that there is clearly room for improvement and that the task is non-trivial, which is why we hope that the proposed corpus will be challenging datasets and that it will contribute to experimental analysis and improvement of violence detection in fanfiction.
Ethical Considerations

Note that any automation of trigger warning assignment can be abused to the opposite effect than the intention of trigger warnings in general, that is, to intentionally identify documents with specific triggering content with the view to targeting vulnerable individuals. While this cannot be prevented, the authors of this work explicitly condemn this type of abuse of this research.
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